
Elite Politics And The Decline Of Great
Powers: Unveiling the Hidden Factors Behind
the Fall of Empires
Throughout history, we have witnessed the rise and fall of great powers. From the
Roman Empire to the British Empire, once prosperous nations have experienced
a decline that has left historians and scholars puzzled. While external factors
such as economic crises and military defeats often dominate the narrative, there
is another factor that plays a significant role in the decline of great powers - elite
politics.

Elite politics, in simple terms, refers to the decision-making processes and power
struggles within a ruling class or governing elite. This group of individuals, often
consisting of influential politicians, military leaders, and wealthy individuals, holds
immense power and influence over a nation's policies and direction. But how
does elite politics contribute to the decline of great powers?

The Curse of Short-Term Goals

One of the key reasons behind the decline of great powers is the focus on short-
term goals rather than long-term strategic planning. Elite politicians, driven by the
need to secure their positions and cater to immediate public demands, often
neglect the larger picture. As a result, they fail to implement policies that can
address long-standing structural problems within the state and ensure its
sustainable growth.
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This phenomenon is particularly evident in economic policies. Elite politicians,
eager to win electoral support, may adopt populist measures that provide short-
term relief but have long-term negative consequences. This shortsightedness
prevents necessary reforms and investments in critical sectors, ultimately leading
to economic stagnation and the erosion of a nation's international standing.

Corruption and Institutional Decay

Another significant impact of elite politics is the erosion of institutions through
corruption and nepotism. As power becomes concentrated in the hands of a few,
the temptation to abuse that power for personal gain grows exponentially. The
diversion of resources, bribery, and favoritism reduce the efficiency and
effectiveness of institutions, undermining a nation's ability to compete on the
global stage and further contributing to its decline.

When key institutions such as the judiciary, law enforcement, and public
administration become corrupt, citizens lose faith in the system. This loss of trust
weakens social cohesion and stability, making it harder for a nation to address
internal challenges or project a united front internationally.

The Dangers of Factionalism
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Factionalism within elite circles is another detrimental result of elite politics. In the
pursuit of power and influence, rival factions often emerge, leading to internal
divisions and political infighting. This factionalism not only distracts leaders from
addressing pressing issues but also prevents them from presenting a united front
when dealing with external threats.

Great powers require strong leadership and a cohesive vision. When internal
divisions become the norm, decision-making processes get hindered, and vital
opportunities may be missed. This internal dysfunction weakens a nation, making
it susceptible to exploitation by other powers on the global stage.

The Shift in Elite Priorities

Lastly, the decline of great powers can be attributed to a shift in the priorities of
the ruling elite. As nations grow in power and influence, the ambitions of the elite
may shift from nation-building and fostering growth to personal enrichment and
self-preservation. This change in mindset often leads to complacency, stagnation,
and a lack of proactive leadership.

Leaders who prioritize their personal interests over the nation's best interests fail
to invest in crucial areas such as education, infrastructure, and technological
advancements. This neglect ultimately weakens a nation's competitive advantage
and hampers its ability to adapt to changing global dynamics.

Charting a New Path: Learning from History

While the decline of great powers may seem inevitable, history has shown that it
is not an irreversible process. Foresighted leadership, effective governance, and
a commitment to long-term strategic planning can help a nation defy the odds and
regain its former glory.



Recognizing the negative impact of elite politics is the first step towards
addressing this issue. Implementing measures to hold leaders accountable,
promoting transparency, and nurturing a culture of civic engagement can help
restore faith in institutions and curb corruption.

Institutional reforms that prioritize the long-term over short-term gains, coupled
with investments in education and innovation, can reignite a nation's potential and
ensure its competitiveness in a rapidly changing world.

Elite politics, although often overlooked, plays a crucial role in the decline of great
powers. The focus on short-term goals, corruption, factionalism, and shifting
priorities all contribute to the erosion of a nation's strength and influence. By
acknowledging these factors, implementing necessary reforms, and fostering
accountable leadership, nations can overcome the grip of elite politics and shape
a brighter future for generations to come.
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Why great powers decline, from Spain to the United States
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The extent and irreversibility of US decline is becoming ever more obvious as
America loses war after war and as one industry after another loses its
technological edge. Lachmann explains why the United States will not be able to
sustain its global dominance, and contrasts America's relatively brief period of
hegemony with the Netherlands' similarly short primacy and Britain's far longer
era of leadership.

Decline in all those cases was not inevitable and did not respond to global
capitalist cycles. Rather, decline is the product of elites' success in grabbing
control over resources and governmental powers. Not only are ordinary people
harmed, but also capitalists become increasingly unable to coordinate their
interests and adopt policies and make investments necessary to counter
economic and geopolitical competitors elsewhere in the world.

Conflicts among elites and challenges by non-elites determine the timing and
mold the contours of decline. Lachmann traces the transformation of US politics
from an era of elite consensus to present-day paralysis combined with neoliberal
plunder, explains the paradox of an American military with an unprecedented
technological edge unable to subdue even the weakest enemies, and the
consequences of finance's cannibalization of the US economy.
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